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1

I N T RODUC T ION

“Theological exposition takes the Bible as the book of the church and interprets 
it as such.”1 Bonhoeffer wrote these words about the first three chapters of the 
Bible in the Christian Old Testament in a commentary titled Creation and Fall. 
The commentary was actually an intervention at the time of Hitler’s rise to power, 
when Protestant Christians in Germany had developed an acute allergy to all 
things Hebrew. The sources of this allergy were manifold. The combination of 
the “higher criticism” of the Bible (accused by some of being the “higher anti- 
Semitism”) and the rise of evolutionary biology in the nineteenth century had 
discredited hitherto predominantly literal readings of Genesis. The meteoric 
cultural ascent of Nietzsche’s “philosophy of life,” with its jugular attack on Ju-
daic morality as resentment against life and on its theology as the cunning ploy 
of the weak to tyrannize the strong by conjuring the picture of a vengeful deity, 
seemed to correlate with modern Protestant Christianity’s supersession of the 
burdensome religion of law by a liberating religion of grace. Long- standing tropes 
about the church as the new Israel superseding the old Israel enabled leading intel-
lectuals like Adolf von Harnack to defend the second- century heretic Marcion 
as a misunderstood genius ahead of his time, and thus to take up his cause that 
contemporary Christians jettison Old Testament Scripture.

In some respects, and for similar reasons, the situation today is uncomfort-
ably similar. The Old Testament is dying.2 Hence this commentary takes up the 

1. Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Creation and Fall, Dietrich Bonhoeffer Works 3 (Minneapolis: Fortress, 
2004), 22.

2. Brent A. Strawn, The Old Testament Is Dying: A Diagnosis and Recommended Treatment (Grand 
Rapids: Baker Academic, 2017).
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Introduction

interpretive task that Bonhoeffer then announced with the intention of making 
an intervention in a fraught situation. In what follows, commentary will take the 
form of a learned paraphrase, based on this author’s own review of the Hebrew 
text of the book of Joshua. The paraphrase follows the canonical narrative’s “causal 
sequence”3— effecting a literary reading that seeks to understand the meaning 
of the textual narrative on its own terms, which, as we shall see, are intrinsically 
theological. The procedure is similar but not identical to that of literary criti-
cism in today’s academy in that it takes the horizon of the canonical book’s first 
readers and the intention of the final author/editor within canonical scripture as 
an essential key to determining “what the letters say.” This determination locates 
the canonical book of Joshua as a part within the whole, which is the panorama 
of the Genesis- to- Revelation story of God’s history with humanity through the 
particular history of Israel and a particular son of Israel, the second Joshua who 
is Jesus Christ.

It is important, accordingly, to see from the outset that Joshua is a promissory 
narrative, a history that portends a promised future. Indeed, its knowledge of God 
consists in the identification of the God who promises the coming of his reign. 
What that could mean for us today who read the book of Joshua long after its 
original horizon of meaning has passed away is a question that must be engaged 
step- by- step along the way. This engagement is possible because the creation of 
landed Israel once upon a time, like the biblical account of the creation of the 
world once upon a time, is a “promise projected backward.”4 It is this promis-
sory character of the “historical” narrative, moreover, that sharply distinguishes 
the knowledge of God rendered in Joshua from any kind of so- called dominion 
theology. Triumphalist readings of Joshua misunderstand the book categorically, 
as the commentary will show.

This commentary by paraphrase will thus be interlaced with observations, 
questions, and connections relevant for rendering its knowledge of God. Readers 
are advised section by section to review in advance the text of canonical Joshua 
in any standard and scholarly responsible English translation. As this commen-
tary is engaged in harvesting from the biblical book its knowledge of God for us 
today, it will not provide its own technical contribution to numerous exegeti-
cal difficulties but only report on, and synthesize to the extent that it is useful 
for its theological purpose, the excellent work of experts in this connection. 

3. Robert W. Jenson, Systematic Theology (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 2:282.
4. Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Sanctorum Communio, Dietrich Bonhoeffer Works 1 (Minneapolis: Fortress, 

2004), 61.
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Sufficient reference to this specialist work of biblical scholars is provided in the 
notes for those readers who wish to descend into labyrinthine rabbit holes. For 
the literary- theological purpose of this commentary, however, overly technical 
discussion of such problems would be little more than a distraction. Indeed, the 
book of Joshua as it came to rest in the scriptural canon is problem enough to 
tackle, especially for a theologically focused commentary. The narrative thrust of 
Joshua is sufficiently clear, and it becomes abundantly clear when read literarily 
to draw out its (disruptive!) knowledge of God.

Readers, especially pastors and other teachers looking for help in sermon or 
Bible study or to answer a thorny question or even a wholesale objection raised 
by a parishioner, often jump to the passage in question in a commentary. It is 
important, however, for readers to work through the rather lengthy first chapter, 
“Preliminary Considerations,” in order to use this commentary intelligently. To 
warrant the proposed literary- theological approach to Joshua executed in the 
commentary, this chapter must clear in advance a path through a field chock- full 
of difficulties.

It must first hermeneutically justify the distinction between literary and literal 
readings, which are ambiguously confused in the precritical ecclesiastical tradi-
tion, and then provide validity tests for the literary yield of knowledge of God. 
It must then identify literarily the gospel promise in Joshua as its constantly 
reiterated proclamation of YHWH5 who fights for Israel, and interpret this 
kerygma in light of the dreadful divine command for the utter destruction of the 
Canaanites. Accomplishing this theological interpretation of the celebrated— or 
notorious— violence of the Divine Warrior, moreover, requires the registration 
of a protest that will run throughout the commentary against the widespread 
tendency in modern theology to reduce knowledge of God to religious ideology: 
YHWH’s warfare according to the book of Joshua is not the “holy war” common 
in the ancient Near East nor in the literalistic and thus inept appropriations of it 
by Christian Crusade or Islamic Jihad or European colonialism/imperialism or 
today’s nationalistic “dominion” theology. Rather it belongs in the genre of apoca-
lyptic theology’s deliberate resort to what I will term “the fabulous,” a classification 
for “tales of the gods,” which Augustine borrowed from the philosopher Varro.

I use this term instead of the ambiguous “myth,” a word of Greek origin that 
simply means “story.” Consequently, confused attempts to “demythologize” 

5. For the use of this transliteration of the Hebrew for the divine name, the Tetragrammaton or 
Hashem, see the epilogue. When citing others, I will give their English rendering of the word, usually 
“Yahweh.”
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biblical narrative to render its message intelligible and existentially compelling 
for modern people actually end up “denarrativizing” the text with disastrous 
implications for the knowledge of God. “Deliteralization,” by which we decode 
the fabulous theologically, is to be preferred. In the words of Jewish theologian 
Michael Wyschogrod, “when the prophet speaks of the messianic future in which 
the lion will lie down with the lamb (and in which both and not only one will rise) 
he is indeed foreseeing the transformation of nature, but this transformation is not 
an evolutionary but an apocalyptic one. It is a transformation that is discontinu-
ous with nature as it has been. It envisages a break with the autonomy of nature 
brought about by God’s intervention and not by the working itself out of the 
telos of nature.”6 In tandem with this apocalyptic turn in contemporary theology, 
a preliminary clarification of the nature of the gift of the land— inheritance as 
opposed to a privately traded commodity— is needed, which in turn opens up 
the messianic resonances attending the figure of Joshua.

With these preliminary clarifications behind us, we will be prepared to follow 
the narrative step- by- step to its disruptive conclusion disclosing Israel’s incapac-
ity. Following the commentary, an epilogue is provided, speaking to what the 
knowledge of God from the book of Joshua means for us, specifically for Jews 
and Christians together, today.

6. Michael Wyschogrod, The Body of Faith: God in the People Israel (Lanham, MD: Rowman & 
Littlefield, 1996), 227.
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5

PR E L I M I N A R Y  C ONSI DE R A T IONS

Joshua does little to mute the triumphalism and brutality of Israel’s memories of 
conquest or to complete piecemeal remembrances of lands and boundaries. Yet 
something quite profound is accomplished in the way these memories are con-
nected and presented. The whole of Joshua conveys a very different message than 
the pieces within it.

—L. Daniel Hawk, Joshua, xxxii

Literary, Not Literal, Reading

The whole, it is said, is greater than the sum of its parts. Reading Joshua piecemeal, 
picking out passages as theo- political prooftexts— whether with hostile intent to 
demonstrate a gruesome brutality at the core of ancient Israel’s exclusive faith in 
YHWH, a “holy and jealous God,”1 or with political intent to support contem-
porary Zionist claims on the “land of Canaan”2 once given to the twelve tribes of 

1. There are many lesser representatives of contemporary polemic against Israel’s monotheism as the 
canonical sanction for exclusivist intolerance but perhaps the most impressive comes from the pen of 
Karen Armstrong in her sweeping survey Fields of Blood. Her reading of the book of Joshua locates its 
genesis in the monotheistic reform of Judah’s king, Josiah, who brought ancient Israel’s faith to a “wholly 
new intransigence” when he ruthlessly uprooted the hitherto prevailing interfaith bonhomie, as it were, of 
polytheistic syncretism. She correlates Deut. 7 and the book of Joshua with this new and violent fanaticism. 
But, as we shall see, the figure of Joshua in no way anticipates King Josiah but would rather challenge it. 
Karen Armstrong, Fields of Blood: Religion and the History of Violence (New York: Knopf, 2014), 116–17.

2. Unfortunately, this judgment must be rendered against the whole, if not all the parts, of The New 
Christian Zionism: Fresh Perspectives on Israel and the Land, ed. Gerald R. McDermott (Downers Grove, 
IL: IVP Academic, 2016), particularly in its theological brief for contemporary Israeli land possession. 
In the perspective of the postexilic dispossessed, as we shall see, the longing for the land has quite liter-
ally shrunk to Zion, the worship that it houses, and the priestly service to it. Moreover, careful literary 
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Israel— is a fundamental literary mistake. In other words, both or either of these 
contemporary claims may be congruent with the book of Joshua— or not. But 
we cannot tell until we establish the literary meaning of the Joshua narrative on 
its own terms.

Literary meaning is a widely proposed revision today of the classical “literal 
sense,” which in any case has always been regarded as primary and foundational 
to any further senses. This revision is necessary because literary meaning differs in 
several important ways from the now common understanding of the literal sense 
as if replicating by a verbal picture some state of past affairs and thus presenting a 
critically discerned fact. In contrast, a literary reading of a scriptural text receives 
the text as scriptural. That entails theologically an act of faith in the biblical story’s 
final— that is, eschatological— coherence; in the interim, it tests this presumption 
by exploring how the plot integrates parts and whole and conversely how the 
integration of parts and whole manifests plot that, in a feedback loop, confirms 
at least provisionally the literary reading as referring to the coming of the reign of 
God and identifying it in specific ways. Scriptural narrative is not a replication by 
a verbal picture of the status quo ante but is “promissory narrative,”3 anticipating 
a promised future of God in creative tension with the way things are. Tension, 
even conflict, between the parts is what makes the achievement of theological 
coherence dramatic, and “dramatic coherence”4 is in turn characteristic of biblical 
narrative read theologically. Literary meaning is thus the gateway to what had 
been classically called the “spiritual meaning,” which is discovered as the close 
literary reading, following the causal sequence of the words of the text (literally, 
“what the letters say,” the traditional literal sense), yields knowledge of God. The 
spiritual sense is the theological meaning of the literary sense.

As Robert Jenson explains, drawing on the work of Henri de Lubac,

Contrary to what has often been thought, therefore, spiritual exegesis does not 
intend to “spiritualize” its texts; the mystery supposed to be hidden in an Old 

reading of the distribution of the land in Josh. 12–19 cannot in any way be summoned to support 
contemporary Israeli territorial claims; these may rather be reasoned, and if reasoned also negotiated, in 
terms of Christian realism (cf. the contribution by Robert Benne, 221–47). In any case, the identification 
of Israel through the course of the book of Joshua does not consist in possession of territory but in the 
covenant of this people as vassal to its Lord.

3. Christopher Morse, The Logic of Promise in Moltmann’s Theology (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1979); 
Ronald Thiemann, Revelation and Theology: The Gospel as Narrated Promise (South Bend, IN: University 
of Notre Dame Press, 1987).

4. Robert W. Jenson, The Triune Story: Collected Essays on Scripture, ed. Brad East (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2019), 151, 160, 270–77, 304–9.
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Testament event or testimony “is not . . . a timeless truth. It is . . . an action, the 
realization of a great plan, and is therefore . . . itself a historical reality.” The “letter” 
is the succession of events narrated by the text and the best masters of spiritual 
exegesis, when reading ad litteram, labored like any modern exegete to trace the 
events in their causal sequence. The “spirit” is the meaning of those events, within 
the gospel’s whole teleological narrative.5

To be explicit, then, such “literary- spiritual” reading of the book of Joshua in 
the Christian canon is undertaken by faith in its eschatological coherence accord-
ing to the gospel that tells of another Joshua, crucified and risen from the dead to 
triumph for us all— when and if this reading proves to be no arbitrary imposition 
on the book of Joshua, even though it obviously exceeds what was the historical 
horizon of canonical Joshua and its first audience. Yet this excess is permitted with 
committing the Joshua narrative to writing and receiving it among those writings 
of Israel that Israel and then the church following deemed sacred. In any event, 
as we shall see, the canonical book tells its own gospel of YHWH who fights for 
Israel such that the gospel of Jesus Christ can and did find itself anticipated in 
this message. Thus there is an integral relationship between the gospel of Jesus, 
the Christus victor, and the gospel told beforehand in the book of Joshua.

In order to prevent supposedly peaceful- and- universal Christian triumphalism 
from lording over allegedly warlike- and- particularist Jewish Joshua, the following 
brutal point of continuity must be stated with candor and taken thematically: “In 
Israel, war was one element connected with the anger or wrath of God, a theme 
that runs through the prophets, the psalms, apocalyptic, the Gospels, and the 
Pauline writings. . . . The theme is prevalent throughout Scripture.”6 One cannot 
sing the “feast of victory of our God,” in other words, apart from identifying also 
the Christian God as Divine Warrior.

This pairing of Joshuas, moreover, is to be distinguished materially from, but 
equally paralleled formally to, the way Judaism— also literarily- spiritually— reads 
the book: “The church reads it about Christ; the pharisaic synagogue reads it 
about torah.”7 By “pharisaic” Jenson is not denigrating the synagogue but histori-
cally identifying the rise of early normative or rabbinic Judaism (concomitant 
with the rise of early catholic Christianity) whose leadership in historical fact 

5. Robert W. Jenson, Systematic Theology (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 2:282, citing 
Henri de Lubac, Exégèse Médiévale: Les Quartre Sens de l’Écriture (Paris: Aubier, 1959–1964), 1:504.

6. Trent C. Butler, Joshua 1–12, 2nd ed., Word Biblical Commentary 7A (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 
2014), 181.

7. Jenson, Systematic Theology, 2:284.
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descended from the Pharisees of Jesus’s day. This statement of difference and 
relation, therefore, allows us to envision coexistence, in sharp distinction from 
supersessionism, which does not. Supersessionism is the term frequently used today 
to capture a certain feature of Christian theologies of salvation history in which 
Judaism has been left behind as a dead religion. To the extent that precritical 
“spiritual” exegesis of Old Testament scripture in Christianity was supersessionist, 
it is self- critically to be repudiated today as a sinful and heterodox triumphalism 
that confuses a once- upon- a- time political triumph of the church over defeated 
Judaism with the realization of the reign of God on the earth.

To illustrate, despite its many virtues, as we shall see, we read in Origen’s Homi-
lies on Joshua how Jesus 

came between those Jews who accepted his presence and those who did not only 
not accept but killed themselves more completely than him, saying, “The blood of 
that one be upon us and upon our sons!” . . . Therefore, these are part of the dead 
people because they do not properly perform either the feast of unleavened bread 
or the feast days. . . . They themselves of their own accord refute the true altar and 
the heavenly high priest and have been brought to such a point of unhappiness 
that they both lost the image and did not accept the truth. Therefore it is said to 
them, “Behold your house is left to you deserted” [Luke 13:35] for the grace of 
the Holy Spirit has been transferred to the nations . . . which is “the church of the 
living God,” and where true Israel exists, in Christ Jesus our Lord.8

Origen’s casual invocation of the “blood curse” libel from Matt. 27:25 has echoed 
through the centuries as fuel for anti- Judaic rabble- rousing.

What we have learned penitently in the generations since the Nazi crime 
against the Jews on the soil of Christian Europe is that the church’s literary read-
ings of Hebrew scripture do not supersede Jewish readings in the way that the 
passage from Origen projects but coexist with them as those of separated broth-
ers and sisters, each community differently but equally awaiting the messianic 
fulfillment. Triumphalist Christian supersessionism, in this light, is the precipi-
tate of a heterodox “realized eschatology,” as if the messianic future were fully 
present and realized in the church’s political triumph (which in any case today 
has crumbled in Euro- American post- Christendom). One strategy for resisting 
this still latent danger in undertaking a Christian theological commentary on 

8. Origen, Homilies on Joshua, trans. Barbara J. Bruce, Fathers of the Church (Washington, DC: 
Catholic University of America Press, 2002), 219–20.
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Joshua, and indeed for doing repentance for this tradition’s classical anti- Judaic 
“teaching of contempt” that accompanied triumphalism as its arrogant shadow 
side, is to leaven our present endeavor in commentary with testimony of Judaism’s 
different reading of Joshua. Happily, this may be done by resort to a significant 
contemporary Jewish thinker who has somewhat controversially championed 
within Judaism the theological reading of scripture: Michael Wyschogrod, who 
explicitly draws this theological differentiation between suffering Judaism and 
self- triumphant Christianity.9

Wyschogrod registers a vital correction as well against antinomian Christianity 
for those with ears to hear, especially salient for this commentary’s attempt to 
execute a literary- spiritual reading of a most volatile text within the Christian 
Old Testament. Christian “contempt for religion of the law can with consider-
able justification be dismissed as another instance of false spiritualization. . . . 
When we remember the teaching of contempt for Judaism inherent in much of 
Christianity, we are entitled to refer to the foundation of this teaching as anti- 
Semitic.”10 We are armed in advance by this warning against “false,” antinomian 
“spiritualization” and will see to it that this warning accompanies our commen-
tary each step of the way. On the other hand, there is also true “spiritualization,” 
according to Wyschogrod, which is the need for interpretation of the Torah as 
the word of God according to the “intention of the divine lawgiver, who is its 
author.”11 Such true reading of the letter according to the Spirit is necessary over 
against a legalistic literalism that actually gets “God out of the law by establishing 
the law as an autonomous domain of human interpretation and application”12—a 
criticism Wyschogrod self- critically directs against the rabbinic tradition itself.

So the literary- spiritual reading of Joshua here undertaken critically retrieves 
the precritical tradition’s spiritual grasp of the literary text, especially of He-
brew scripture texts, for theological purposes—a tradition that, as Jenson ex-
plained, took as primary “what the letters say.” By contrast, the literal sense is 
often today taken to mean the text’s representation of the reality to which it 
refers, in the process begging the question of what reality is in view. In fact, 
for various reasons in modernity, it came to be widely assumed that the reality 
referenced by biblical narrative was “what really happened” in past time and 

9. Michael Wyschogrod, The Body of Faith: God in the People Israel (Lanham, MD: Rowman & 
Littlefield, 1996), 81.

10. Wyschogrod, Body of Faith, 187.
11. Wyschogrod, Body of Faith, 203.
12. Wyschogrod, Body of Faith, 206.
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space; “historical facts” were taken in turn as providing evidence for the primary 
authority accorded to canonical scripture in the life of the community of faith. 
Consequently, historical reconstruction became the task of literal interpreta-
tion in modern theology, whether apologetically to validate the authority of 
scripture or deconstructively to undermine it. But, as Judaism knows by bitter 
experience, history is not God.

Predominantly, question- begging about the text’s reference and naïveté regard-
ing the text’s representations combined to subvert theological reference by putting 
in its place reference to so- called commonsense constructions of reality current in 
the reader’s time and place, though not in the text’s. Consequently, modern bibli-
cal literalism cannot forthrightly concede manifest tensions and blatant contra-
dictions between the parts of biblical narrative because intellectual honesty here 
threatens to collapse significance as a whole, taken as representation of historical 
reality that validates scripture’s claim to authority. Consequently, tensions and 
contradictions must be ingeniously but also artificially harmonized— or if not, 
then piously swept under the obscurantist rug of “mystery.” To his credit, con-
servative evangelical scholar Trent C. Butler, in his well- researched two- volume 
commentary on Joshua, faces this dilemma when he asks, “To what degree must 
the biblical narrative mirror historical events for the truth quality of the narrative 
to be validated?” And he acknowledges poignantly that “to raise such questions 
risks theological consequences.”13 In reality, what has discredited the Bible as we 
actually have it is the long Protestant history, especially in the modern period, 
of defending it falsely as an inerrant deposit of revealed propositions that can-
not admit of tensions or contradictions—a stance that obliterates perception 
of the literary- dramatic character of biblical narrative. We may claim, therefore, 
in postliberal vein, that facing the dissonances integral to biblical narrative is to 
begin theological inquiry. Such will be the procedure in this commentary.

The Specific Problems of Joshua

The task of literary- spiritual reading is urgent with respect to a text like Joshua 
because its primary reference is to YHWH, the living God in heaven and on 
earth, holy and jealous, who fights for Israel as he advances his reign into the 
land of Canaan. It yields this knowledge of God. But, as I wrote several years ago 
after an initial immersion in Joshua and the literature about it, read otherwise as 

13. Butler, Joshua 1–12, 152–53.
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ostensible historical representation, the book is beset with baffling tensions and 
outright contradictions:

Genocide and dispossession in the name of the Lord. Miraculous victories in im-
probable warfare along with a similarly magical taboo on booty. The equivocating 
“devotion” of the conquered as holy sacrifice to the Lord,14 which categorically 
dooms all that is conquered to annihilation yet sometimes, without explanation 
of the exception, permits repossession of livestock and other spoil. Obsession with 
matters of identity and boundaries at the expense of “the Other,” alongside frank 
acknowledgment of failure to establish either.15 The failure is on display in the 
tricksterism of the Canaanite Gibeonites and of Rahab the foreign prostitute, 
although Rahab tricks the Canaanite king of Jericho and the Canaanite Gibeonites 
trick Joshua and the Israelites. The expansive claim to the land, the overlapping 
distributions of territory to the twelve tribes, the conflict thereafter between tribes 
east and west of the Jordan over a central worship site— all of the above indicate a 
book beset with unresolved questions. On top of such unsettling discontinuities 
within the surface narrative of canonical Joshua comes the bizarre exchange in the 
conclusion of the book. After recounting how the people obeyed Joshua religiously 
in the purportedly sweeping victory, the book culminates in reproach. Joshua avers 
that the people, who have just sworn their everlasting fidelity, cannot and will not 
keep the covenant. The Book of Joshua, it seems, cannot make up its mind about 
what story it is trying to tell!16

The same set of difficulties also engages Douglas S. Earl in two of his efforts to 
reclaim, after considerable wrestling, the book of Joshua as Christian scripture.17 
Earl frequently points out how misleading the naïve so- called “plain sense” inter-
pretation can be, not only for would- be believers but also for hostile critics. Both 
read into the text modernist assumptions about literal correspondence to what 
actually happened in history without due attention to the text as a part within 
the whole of canonical scripture or without due diligence with respect to Joshua 

14. Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, trans. D. Heller- Roazen (Stanford, 
CA: Stanford University Press, 1998).

15. This is the special focus and merit of the literary study of L. Daniel Hawk, which contends for a 
reading of the canonical book of Joshua in which wrestling over the identity of the people of God finally 
detaches from the idols of land, race, and ritual to consist in divine election. See Hawk, Joshua, Berit 
Olam (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 2000).

16. Paul R. Hinlicky, “The Theology of the Divine Warrior in the Book of Joshua,” Word and World 
37, no. 3 (Summer 2017): 271.

17. Douglas S. Earl, The Joshua Delusion? Rethinking Genocide in the Bible (Eugene, OR: Cascade 
2010); and Earl, Reading Joshua as Christian Scripture (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2010).
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as an ancient text whose literary meaning must be established first and foremost 
on its own terms. All too easily for such readers, Earl argues, citing the words of 
Richard Dawkins, the “destruction of Jericho, and the invasion of the Promised 
Land in general, is morally indistinguishable from Hitler’s invasion of Poland, or 
Saddam Hussein’s massacres of the Kurds and the Marsh Arabs.”18 Begging the 
question, a would- be modern Christian apologist might, invoking the spirit of 
Calvin, reply that to human reason these massacres are morally indistinguishable 
but that God has his own sovereign but assuredly good reasons, albeit hidden to 
us, for commanding Israel to commit mass murder. Whether by hostile criticism 
or by obscurantist apologetics, modern readers forget that it is “the text that the 
church has accepted as authoritative and not the history behind the text.”19

As mentioned, the authoritative text of Joshua is but part of the much larger 
whole that for Christians is the canonical unity of Old and New Testaments. In 
this regard, the message of the book of Joshua that YHWH fights for us is not 
to be discarded, but neither is it to be taken literally as represented by the book 
of Joshua. Rather, to anticipate a conclusion that must be demonstrated step- 
by- step in the commentary, it is to be received as written for our instruction and 
encouragement in anticipation of God’s triumph for humanity against demonic 
usurpers and the victory in humanity of death to sin and resurrection to newness 
of life in the body of this good earth on which the cross of Christ stood, when 
one and all shall have rest from war. Achieving the dramatic coherence of theo-
logical reading by means of literary analysis is both an urgent need in the case of 
Joshua and a fitting challenge for the theological approach to the biblical text, 
given the distinction argued above between literary and literal senses and the 
hermeneutical revisions requisite to it. The explicit distinction between literary 
and literal senses thus proves to clarify an ambiguity in the ecclesiastical tradition 
necessary to advance the biblical knowledge of God in “postmodernity”— that is, 
after the predominantly critical attempt in modernity to reduce the theology of 
the scriptural text to human religious ideologies on the basis of a reconstruction 
of “what really happened.”

Ultimately, then, our close literary- spiritual reading asks, What story is the 
Holy Spirit telling in the juxtaposing memories and testimonies woven together 
in the book of Joshua, itself woven into Israel’s canonical narrative as adopted by 
the church of Christ? Invocation here of the Holy Spirit, of course, may seem like 
sneaking a joker into the deck to play in one’s own favor— but this is not the case 

18. Earl, Joshua Delusion?, 5, quoting Richard Dawkins, The God Delusion (London: Bantam, 2006), 247.
19. Earl, Joshua Delusion?, 5.
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if the Holy Spirit refers to the external word of God provided in the text, just as in 
turn the word of God in the text refers ultimately to the Spirit who searches the 
deep things of God to know them and make them known to patient and faith-
ful readers. There is a dialectic here, as we shall see in the commentary. But the 
safeguard against indiscriminate and self- serving spiritualizing of the text is the 
hard fact of the otherness of the text that demands to be heard in its own voice.

Thus penultimately we must insist on an epistemology of access. Whatever 
other appropriations, repudiations, or criticisms readers may make, the literary 
reading of the text is primary in that the text as it is conveyed by canonical scrip-
ture is “what is given to thought”— that is, prior to reflection20— for the sake, 
to be sure, of reflection (fides quarens intellectum), as Augustine, Anselm, and 
Barth have held. Indeed, appropriation of the Joshua narrative begins already 
within the tradition- canonical process of the gathering, selection, and editing 
of Israel’s scriptures21 so that modern critical scholarship that illuminates this re-
dactional process contributes much to illuminate the text literarily— particularly 
a book like Joshua with all its baffling dissonances. Yet the literary meaning of 
the book of Joshua depends on reading it within its canonical context, where it 
serves as a bridge between the Pentateuch and the Deuteronomic history, the 
“latter prophets” as Judaism named the grand narrative from Joshua’s conquest 
of Canaan to the rise and fall of the kingdoms of Israel and Judah. Not only the 
book, then, but the book as placed in this sequence is what is given to thought 
prior to reflection. Awareness, therefore, not only of what is given but how it is 
given is crucial to proper reading. Butler tells us how we gain access to canoni-
cal Joshua: “In the hands of an editor joining Joshua to the other history books 

20. Paul R. Hinlicky, “Metaphorical Truth and the Language of Christian Theology,” in Indicative 
of Grace, Imperative of Freedom: Essays in Honor of Eberhard Jüngel in His Eightieth Year, ed. R. David 
Nelson (New York: Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2014), 89–100.

21. Many contemporary scholars believe that an Ur- Joshua existed prior to its incorporation and 
editing to conform it to the overarching purpose of the Deuteronomic history. Here its “northern” and 
anti- monarchical tendencies were mitigated and subsumed by a postexilic theological agenda focused 
on the temple in Jerusalem and Zion as the site of the promises to the Davidic dynasty. Be that as it 
may, readers of the book of Joshua will know from Gen. 12:1–7; 13:14–18; and 15:17–21 the promises 
of the land of Canaan made to Israel’s forefathers. They will know the figure of Joshua the servant of 
Moses from Exodus and Numbers (e.g., Exod. 17:9–16; 24:13; 32:17; Num. 11; 13; 14:28–30, 36–38; 
26:65; 27:18–23; 32:28; 34:17). If they read the concluding book of the Pentateuch, Deuteronomy, the 
“second Torah,” which follows, they will know that Moses himself commissioned Joshua as his successor 
in Deut. 31:6–8, 23 and Deut. 34. If they continue reading beyond the conclusion of Joshua, they will 
find notices about the death and burial of Joshua in Judg. 1:1; 2:6–10, 21–23. And New Testament 
readers will also be familiar with certain passages from the book in Heb. 4:8; 11:30–31 as well as Acts 
7:45; 13:19 and Matt. 1:21.
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( Judges through Kings), Joshua becomes a manifesto for a life beyond the Jordan 
for a people who have lost the land and seek new hope. . . . In the exile, without 
a king, how does Israel model its leadership? How can a leader who is not a king 
bring hope to a punished people?”22

Why is knowledge of this epistemic setting crucial? This awareness requires the 
reader to adopt the canonical perspective of dispossessed exiles who have lost the 
land once given to their ancestors.23 Embracing this cruel and perplexing irony is 
crucial for proper understanding of the literary meaning of the book of Joshua 
and thus determining its claim to truth, which is its specific knowledge of God. 
In Butler’s blunt and painful words, “For the exilic audience, the final author of 
the book of Joshua sketched a picture bold with meaning. The curses had been 
fulfilled. Israel had lost her land. Israel had not been faithful to her pledge to the 
covenant law. God has been faithful to his pledge to curse an unfaithful people.”24 
Blunt and painful but truthful: after the postexilic scribe Ezra recalls YHWH’s 
saving history with Israel culminating in the possession of the land under Joshua 
(Neh. 9:23–25), he concludes his great oration with the lament: “Here we are, 
slaves to this day— slaves in the land that you gave to our ancestors to enjoy its 
fruit and its good gifts. Its rich yield goes to the kings whom you have set over us 
because of our sins; they have power also over our bodies and over our livestock 
at their pleasure, and we are in great distress” (Neh. 9:36–37).

This explication of Christian epistemic access to the book of Joshua in spiri-
tual solidarity with suffering Israel (think of the Advent hymn O Come, O Come, 
Emmanuel) is essential to bear in mind as we traverse the Joshua narrative of vic-
tory upon victory. It constantly reminds us that what we’re reading is something 
written for those who have lost political sovereignty over, and title to, the land. 
Adopting this perspective of those dispossessed of the land once given to their 
ancestors as inheritance opens up to view the messianic/eschatological hopes 
radiating from the narrative figure of Joshua, who is less a royal figure like Josiah 
than the “servant of YHWH” who enacts what Moses taught. Under the weight of 
such a heavy cross of exile and dispossession, the book of Joshua thus also discloses 
“a paradigm of hope . . . for victory once more.”25 With the emergent messianic 

22. Butler, Joshua 1–12, 78–79.
23. Listening to a text with the ears of the first auditors is a method of historical criticism to deter-

mine an original historical sense that at the same time avoids the intentionalist fallacy. I learned it from 
my teacher J. Louis Martyn, who explained this approach in a semiautobiographical essay, “Listening to 
John and Paul on the Subject of Gospel and Scripture,” Word and World 12, no. 1 (Winter 1992): 68–81.

24. Butler, Joshua 1–12, 182.
25. Butler, Joshua 1–12, 182.
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prospect and in a “Judaism that remains true to its messianic faith,” Wyschogrod 
writes, there can be only “provisional trust in categories of thought derived from 
an unredeemed world destined to pass away. If the future is decisive, reason must 
be prepared to see itself transcended by developments that cannot yet be dreamt 
of.”26 As we shall see, in the book of Joshua we may detect the birth pangs of 
the apocalyptic genre in the Second Temple period with its stories of fabulous 
warfare against the usurpers of the good earth. Having thus acknowledged that 
canonical placement that provides our latter- day epistemic access to the book 
of Joshua, “most important is that in the existing versions of the Bible Joshua is 
a single book, and this fact must be the basis of every inquiry.”27

In sum, the literary meaning of the specifically problematic text that is ca-
nonical Joshua must be differentiated from its ostensible historical representa-
tion. In fact, the various historical representations of the book of Joshua are so 
at odds not only with critically assessed historical plausibility but above all, as 
mentioned, with each other that literary analysis alone28 could demonstrate that 
the multitude of conflicting historical representations woven together in Joshua 
not only are impossible to harmonize historically but indeed are not intended 
to be harmonized. Rather, they are to be resolved by a history yet to come. What 
crystallizes in the text of canonical Joshua is in fact the process internal to the 
community of faith of taking up and reframing over time the varied memories of 
origins to probe for the knowledge of God. It cuts against the grain of the text that 
we actually possess, then, to require of it historical representation as its primary 
meaning—a construction that will in any case collapse like the walls of Jericho if 
pressed hard by historical- critical scrutiny. Rather, the primary literary meaning 
of the book of Joshua is ineradicably theological, and that in the very specific and 
highly problematic sense of the theology of the Divine Warrior that the narrative 
renders. The book purports to give knowledge of YHWH and his will for the 
faith and obedience of God’s elect people; it accomplishes this by constructing a 
narrative of the conquest of the land of Canaan by the united twelve tribes headed 
by Joshua under the leitmotif YHWH fights for us! And this deliverance is key 
to the plot of Joshua with which the book begins and with which it ironically 

26. Wyschogrod, Body of Faith, 69–70; cf. 168, 171.
27. Hartmut N. Rösel, Joshua, Historical Commentary on the Old Testament (Leuven: Peeters, 

2011), 1.
28. Contra Rösel, the claim to the land is as historically problematical as the execution of the ban 

on the Canaanites, as the commentary will show; and in either case, the theology of the Divine Warrior 
in Joshua is especially significant among the books of the Old Testament.
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ends when Joshua warns that YHWH will also fight against Israel. That partial 
resolution— part within the larger whole of canonical scripture— is the quintes-
sence of dramatic coherence.

Testing Claims to Knowledge of God

The object of interpretation is given for all in the received text of canonical 
Joshua.29 Success in regard to the objectivity of the text given to us thus to read, 
mark, learn, and inwardly digest can be measured by a twofold test. First, without 
resort to artificial harmonization, does the reading account for all the evidence of 
the text, especially evidence of the many dissonances within the text of Joshua?30 
Second, does this full account of the evidence enable the text to pose its own 
questions to us in the form of its claim to truth upon the contemporary reader— 
namely, that it is YHWH who fights for us but also possibly against us?

The first test is the ordinary one of literary competence such that this com-
mentary may be judged on its own literary- critical merits. The literary thesis 
of this commentary in regard to this first test is that exposition of the book of 
Joshua yields this theological claim to truth: God is the Divine Warrior who 
fights for Israel. As Richard D. Nelson observes in corroboration of this claim, 
“From a literary standpoint . . . , YHWH is the most prominent character.”31 It 
is YHWH whose promises and purposes in history shape the plot of Joshua as 
these grow out of YHWH’s earlier saving deeds in the promises to the fathers, 
the exodus from Egypt, and the instruction from Sinai for new life in the liber-
ated land. It is YHWH who now commissions Joshua as successor of Moses his 
servant and directly speaks to Joshua to direct his every step. It is YHWH who 
fights for Israel and by the mechanism of the lot guides Israel in the division of 

29. We shall follow by and large the MT in keeping with Protestant tradition to treat as primary the 
literary sense in its original historical context of the Hebrew language (cf. Rösel, Joshua, 21). “The prom-
ises of the covenant that established the Jews as a people, gave them the land of Canaan, and promised 
them a king who would reign forever had to be rethought in the Hellenistic period, when most of the Jews 
lived outside the land, did not speak one language, and were governed not by a theocratic descendent of 
David but by a pagan king. The cherished promises of a national leader of a united people were preserved 
in the Greek version, but a sensitivity to the political situation of the Jews is also evident.” Karen H. Jobes 
and Moisés Silva, Invitation to the Septuagint, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2015), 107.

30. For a relevant case illustrating failure of this test of literary objectivity, in which assertion of a 
Canaanite subjectivity suffocates the voice of the book of Joshua, see Cheryl Kirk- Duggan, “Inside, 
Outside, or In Between: Feminist/Womanist Hermeneutical Challenges for Joshua and Judges,” in Joshua 
and Judges, ed. Athalya Brenner and Gale A. Yee (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2013), 69–90.

31. Richard D. Nelson, Joshua: A Commentary (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1997), 14.
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the land. The book of Joshua concludes with reiteration of the threats of YHWH 
against covenant infidelity. If, therefore, “the primary function of the canonical 
narrative,” as George A. Lindbeck writes quoting David Kelsey, “is ‘to render a 
character . . . , offer an identity description of an agent,’ namely God,”32 a literary- 
theological reading of Joshua is as fitting as also— certainly— frightening; so the 
commentary will show.

Indeed, as Wyschogrod points out, so dangerous is this knowledge of God, 
and so tempting is it therefore to somehow neutralize it, that Judaism finds itself 
caught on the horns of a dilemma. “We cannot overlook a basic contradiction. 
The God of the Bible is a person. He is one of the characters who appears in the 
stories told in the Bible. He has a personality that undergoes development in the 
course of the story. . . . Against the simple fact, Jewish philosophy has marshaled 
all of its resources. The personality of God had to be demythologized. How 
could God have human failings such as emotions and how could his actions have 
unexpected results?”33 While Wyschogrod faults the great Platonizing influence 
of Maimonides for this estrangement of Judaism from the God of its own Bible, 
he allows that “the estrangement had already begun in the rabbinic mind,”34 to 
the extent that the deposit of the Torah in the scriptures supplanted the lived 
experience of the prophets in the immediacy of the Deus dixit. In many respects 
Wyschogrod’s project is to restore to Judaism its own vital relationship to the 
God of the prophets.

As we shall see, however, already the book of Joshua wrestles with the conun-
drums of Torah as a fixed written code when one perceives contrary imperatives 
in the face of morally ambiguous realities. Somehow theology must capture “the 
spirit”— that is, the mind and intention of the divine lawgiver— in order rightly 
to discern the sense of the imperatives and thus the concrete shape of the obedi-
ence of faith. But this recovery of the spiritual intention of the letter depends 
on a return to biblical narrative and its characterization of God. Apart from this, 
“there is thus an immense absence of real writing about God in Judaism. This 
is not true of the Bible and not completely true of rabbinic literature because 
midrashic writing has many genuinely theological passages if by theology we 
mean taking seriously the reality of God as a person. But . . . the process of the 

32. George A. Lindbeck, The Nature of Doctrine: Religion and Theology in a Postliberal Age (Phila-
delphia: Westminster, 1984), 121, quoting David Kelsey, The Uses of Scripture in Recent Theology (Phila-
delphia: Fortress, 1975), 48.

33. Wyschogrod, Body of Faith, 84.
34. Wyschogrod, Body of Faith, 85.
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depersonalization of God begins in rabbinic Judaism . . . and it is of course com-
pleted in philosophical Judaism of the Maimonidean variety.”35 Yet recovery is 
possible as well as necessary because Judaism as a community of faith still listens 
to the Bible from which the living word of the living God may yet break forth. 
And we may add in rabbinic fashion: if this conundrum afflicts Judaism, how 
much more does it afflict Christianity!

There is a further complication here, however, concerning the mixed reality of 
the community of faith that cannot be avoided but begs for explicit clarification 
from the outset. In merely “literary readings of Joshua,” Nelson writes, “it is up to 
the reader to hear and appraise the contradictory messages and then create from 
them a pattern of meaning that relates to the reader’s particular situation.”36 True 
enough as an acknowledgment of the double character of theological subjectivity 
(e.g., the present author is both a baptized Christian and a straight, white male 
who is an American citizen several millennia removed from the book of Joshua 
and its first audience). But it is unclear here whether Nelson makes a concession to 
the sinful persistence of Canaanite self- understanding within the life of redeemed 
Israel or an agnostic recommendation to let interpretation atomize into incoher-
ence. The concession is necessary, but a recommendation to sin that grace may 
abound threatens in this case to dissolve the text into the multitude of subjective 
appropriations in which the carnal proclivities of Canaan go unchecked and are 
even reasserted over against divine election and incorporation into the Israel of 
God, the covenanted people of God.

Such were the heresies of the pro- Nazi German Christians in the 1930s and 
the pro- apartheid South African churches condemned by the Lutheran World 
Federation in the 1980s. “For neither circumcision nor uncircumcision is any-
thing; but a new creation is everything! As for those who will follow this rule— 
peace be upon them, and mercy, and upon the Israel of God” (Gal. 6:15–16). 
This Pauline rule of faith specifies the assembly of the new covenant as a politics 
of reconciliation under the lordship of Jesus Christ; it must govern theological 
subjectivity lest the carnal desires of Canaan revive and reassert a destructively 
divisive claim to finality within the assembly of God, contrary to baptismal faith 
(Gal. 3:26–28). Note well: the apostle here does not argue that the church super-
sedes Israel but that in the Israel of God neither circumcision nor uncircumcision 
avails. Therefore a Canaanite church that makes uncircumcision its ground of 

35. Wyschogrod, Body of Faith, 92.
36. Nelson, Joshua, 13.
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boasting is equally rejected. As we shall see, that inclusion of Canaanites alongside 
the circumcised reflects ultimately a well- grounded reading of the book of Joshua. 
Coexistence, not the either/or of circumcision or uncircumcision, manifests the 
beloved community of the Israel of God.

Consequent to the lordship of Jesus Christ, a second test of objectivity is not 
and cannot be fully in the control either of author or of reader. The knowledge of 
God has this peculiar character that it does not confirm the knower in his quest 
for mastery but brings the knower under its judgment. An objective danger thus 
is to be acknowledged here— namely, the ferocious holiness of YHWH, who 
appears as “a devouring fire” (Exod. 24:17; cf. Deut. 5:22) that incinerates indis-
criminately anyone who trespasses (Num. 11:1; 16:35; 2 Kgs. 1:10, 12).37 This 
danger is evident throughout the book of Joshua, notably in the Levitical themes 
attending the procession of the ark of the covenant borne aloft by priests but 
also elsewhere as the commentary will indicate. To be recalled here is the tersely 
narrated episode in Lev. 10:1–3 wherein Nadab and Abihu, the sons of Aaron, 
“offered unholy fire before the Lord” and “fire came out from the presence of the 
Lord and consumed them, and they died before the Lord. . . . And Aaron was 
silent.” In explaining this fearful and fascinating episode, Jacob Milgrom explains 
the word of YHWH to Moses “I will show myself holy” with the paraphrase “I 
shall be treated as holy.” Milgrom finds two ways of taking this in subsequent 
tradition. In one way, “Israel’s chosenness implies its greater responsibility; it is 
more culpable for its defection precisely because of its favored status.” Another 
way, however, emphasizes punishment: “the deaths of God’s intimate priests, 
Nadab and Abihu, perform the function of sanctifying God— providing awe and 
respect for his power to all who witnessed the incident or who will subsequently 
learn of it.”38 Intriguingly, Milgrom also places the petition of the Lord’s Prayer 
“Hallowed be your name” and the Johannine iteration of it in John 12:28, “Father, 
glorify your name,” in the same train of tradition.39 There is no need to choose 
here: all of these priestly resonances regarding ferocious divine holiness bear on 
the interpretation of the book of Joshua.

The command to ḥerem (Hebrew, meaning “to devote to God by destruction”; 
see below), as we shall see, manifests this burning fire of the divine otherness/
holiness with its message that YHWH fights for Israel. Attending to this is 
manifestly risky. It demands to know whether or not we, who are theological 

37. Jacob Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, Anchor Bible 3 (New York: Doubleday, 1991), 599.
38. Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 601.
39. Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 603.
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subjects and members of the community of faith that holds to the book of 
Joshua as scripture, are on the side of YHWH; that is, the question threatens 
thereby to destroy also us who faithlessly fight for ourselves and, adding blas-
phemy to unbelief, do so by misuse of the name of YHWH. Generations later, 
John the Baptist enunciated this very test- question of theological objectivity 
to his contemporaries within Judaism: “Do not begin to say to yourselves, ‘We 
have Abraham as our ancestor’; for I tell you, God is able from these stones to 
raise up children of Abraham. Even now the ax is lying at the root of the trees” 
(Luke 3:8–9). Genuine theology, as objective knowledge of God, is radical and 
therefore dangerous in this way.

So dangerous is the question about us that YHWH the Divine Warrior puts 
to the interpreter/reader of Joshua that the immediate temptation is to disown it, 
suppress it, or debunk it, perhaps to offload it as a trope for some contemporary 
bogeyman (say, “fundamentalism”). Be that as it may, it is also true that once this 
message has been committed to writing, thus giving it a permanence independent 
of the intentions of its original author and the reception by its original readers, 
whether already in the book of Joshua or derivatively in New Testament chris-
tological appropriation, or at length in a commentary on it like this, the written 
Joshua passes out of the control of its human author and becomes subject to 
every manner of appropriation, including violent and exploitative misreadings 
that have turned the theology of the Divine Warrior into its opposite, an ideol-
ogy of holy war/crusade and so, as we shall see, doubly deserving of the divine 
anathema. The equally risky safeguard against this danger of misusing Joshua for 
self- aggrandizement is the true and spiritual risk of being exposed to the exclusive 
claim of the warrior God whom the book attests. That exposure is the inescapable 
cost of the genuinely theological reading of the book of Joshua. The frightening 
message of YHWH who fights for us entails the responsible reader’s vulnerabil-
ity to YHWH who may also fight against her. Such exposure, however, is in the 
control of neither author nor reader. In regard to the second test of objectivity, 
we are and ever remain at the mercy of the Spirit.

There are of course many ways of reading scripture other than the postliberal- 
spiritual way undertaken here, as the “liberal” in “postliberal” indicates. There 
exists today a plentitude of scholarly, historical, and critical studies that your 
present author has greatly profited from and to which selectively he will refer 
as is helpful or relevant. That being said, the present theological commentary 
will not delve into complicated questions of a textual nature, including interest-
ing divergences between the MT and the LXX, nor into speculative inquiries 
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concerning the sources of the canonical book, the prehistory of the Joshua nar-
rative, nor the agendas of various redactors or editors of this material; least of 
all will it indulge in historical reconstructions of “what really happened.” The 
historical- critical commentaries excel in investigating such questions, generally 
referred to as “source criticism.” Admittedly, the literary- theological hermeneutic 
applied in this commentary takes the risk of sounding like a merely apologetic ruse 
designed to protect the authority of a text that clearly does not cohere internally. 
But what if the literary point of the text as canonically given is to impose a cer-
tain kind of perplexity precisely in referring to the coming of the reign of God?40 
The proof is in the pudding. In any case, readers anxious about the historicity of 
the book of Joshua— and I stress that this anxiety can be either liberal fear that 
slaughter really did so happen in obedience to the questionable command of a 
questionable deity or conservative fear that in fact Joshua, slaughter and all, is a 
pious fiction— are advised to look elsewhere. Of chief interest in what follows is 
Joshua’s gospel of YHWH who fights for us. Thus for the balance of this chapter 
on preliminary considerations we will overview this theme and its ancillaries by 
way of anticipation of the commentary on the text.

The Themes of Joshua

YHWH Fights for Us!

In his seminal study, Gerhard von Rad, who had belonged to the Confessing 
Church during the Hitler regime, articulated a substantive insight that belied the 
unfortunate title he gave to his book, Holy War [= Der Heilige Kriege] in Ancient 
Israel. The insight is this: 

We would be greatly misunderstanding these wars if we sought to comprehend 
them as religious wars in the sense that has become current for us— that is, as a 
conscious fighting for religion. That they were not, at least not in the sense that 
they would have been carrying on a war against the gods of the enemies and their 
cults. . . . In other words, in the holy wars Israel did not arise to protect faith 
in Yahweh, but Yahweh came on the scene to defend Israel, for the members 
of the amphictyony were sheltered under his protection; Israel was Yahweh’s 
possession.41

40. Thanks to Dave Delaney for this formulation of the problem.
41. Gerhard von Rad, Holy War in Ancient Israel, trans. Marva J. Dawn (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 

1991), 72.
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In the same context, von Rad pointed to Israel’s “sense of the discovery, a joyful 
surprise” as expressed in Exod. 15:3’s jubilant theological exclamation at the far 
side of the Red Sea, YHWH is a warrior!42

This theologoumenon, admittedly, is an answer to a question that has not 
much been asked in Euro- American modernity, though it is reemerging in our 
postmodern and increasingly global situation. When John Howard Yoder raised 
the topic in a chapter of his influential 1972 The Politics of Jesus, it was with a 
touch of embarrassment at Israel’s faith in the fabulous— for instance, Jericho’s 
walls tumbling down or Joshua commanding sun and moon to stand still.43 Trac-
ing a line of “holy war” theology from the exodus event and Joshua through the 
Chronicler and on to Jesus, Yoder argued hermeneutically, “If, with the cultural 
empathy that is the elementary requisite for honestly understanding any ancient 
documents, we measure Jesus’s meaning, not by what we can possibly conceive of 
as happening but by what his listeners can have understood, then we are forbid-
den to filter his message through our modern sense of reality, of the uniformity 
of nature and the inconceivability of the extraordinary. ‘Miracles don’t happen’ 
is the one assumption we dare not impose from outside on Jesus or his listeners.”44 
Yoder’s purpose here (not, incidentally, well served by his adoption of von Rad’s 
terminology of “holy war”; see further below) was to underscore how essential is 
the element of the fabulous in scriptural accounts of the exodus (“the Lord will 
fight for you, and you have only to keep still,” Exod. 14:14) and the subsequent 
conquest: “If Israel would believe and obey, the occupants of the land would be 
driven out little by little (Exod. 23:29–30) by ‘the angel’ (23:23) or ‘terror’ (v. 27) 
or the ‘hornets’ (v. 28) of God.”45 Yoder’s willingness to suffer modern embar-
rassment by insisting on the fabulous as integral to Israel’s salvation confession, 
YHWH fights for us, may be traced to his own ancestor in faith Menno Simons, 
the Anabaptist who saved the movement by reinstating faith in the fabulous, 
repudiating Thomas Müntzer’s violent interpretation of the Joshua narrative as 
“crusade” or “holy war” (on Müntzer, see further below).

In True Christian Faith, Menno offers an analysis of the faith of Joshua and 
Caleb according to Num. 13–14. In contrast to the cowardly spies who returned 
from their mission to the land of Canaan with a discouraging report about the 

42. Von Rad, Holy War in Ancient Israel, 73.
43. John Howard Yoder, “God Will Fight for Us,” in The Politics of Jesus: Vicit Agnus Noster, 2nd ed. 

(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans 1994), 76–89.
44. Yoder, “God Will Fight for Us,” 85.
45. Yoder, “God Will Fight for Us,” 79.
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military superiority of the inhabitants, Joshua and Caleb rallied Israel to faith in 
YHWH’s promise to give them the land. Menno comments, “These two faithful 
men believe the word and promise of God with all their hearts, as if they had 
already attained them and trusted firmly in his almighty power, paternal mercy, 
and great works. . . . They saw the awful unbelief . . . [how] it detracted from 
the Almighty Majesty, as if he were unable to fulfill his promises to them and as 
though he had deceived them by his word of promise.”46 Menno contrasts the 
two groups of spies as carnal Israel and spiritual Israel, a classification he carried 
over into “the present day” of the Christian community, though with the differ-
ence that carnal Christians “think more of the perishable things, such as home, 
land, gold, silver, wife, children, life and limb, than of the everlasting God in his 
eternal kingdom. They have a greater desire to enjoy physical peace for a year or 
two, the dark Egypt of this ungodly world; than to inherit the pleasant fruitful 
land in endless peace with God.”47 Faith in the fabulous is thus retained here in 
Menno’s Christian appropriation of Joshua, but it is transferred eschatologically 
from the literal land of Canaan to the new promised land of heaven.

In the cited passage, Menno employs the eminently biblical metaphor of dark-
ness, which indicates the state of being lost and confused under the epistemic 
domination of oppressive Egypt. Some contemporaries are now objecting to this 
metaphor on the grounds that it somehow stigmatizes and inferiorizes people of 
color. Not only is this critique breathtakingly stupid, but it is also a depressing 
signal of the decline of theology in contemporary circles of the church. It is stupid 
because human beings of darker pigmentation work with the same optical equip-
ment as human beings of lighter pigmentation; as equally human, each knows well 
what it means to stumble in the dark, lacking light to see where one is going! And 
it is depressing that such stupid criticism can gain traction, for it indicates how 
steep is the decline in the theological vocation of pastors and preachers. Language 
is saturated with metaphors that communicate in innovative ways but as a result 
can also be ambiguous. Interpretation is an ongoing demand to clarify the proper 
sense and reference of metaphor. This is most fundamentally what preachers are 
supposed to do theologically in handling the biblical language and its metaphors. 
“The dark Egypt of this world” does not refer injuriously to Egyptians as dark- 
skinned people (what, are Hebrew slaves supposed to be light- skinned?) but to 
the darkness that is ignorance of the saving God of exodus and Easter.

46. The Complete Writings of Menno Simons c. 1496–1561, trans. Leonard Verduin, ed. J. C. Wenger 
(Scottdale, PA: Herald, 1984), 355.

47. Complete Writings of Menno Simons, 356.
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Menno’s persecuted Christian consequently does not expect military victory 
on earth by virtue of a divine miracle intervening to complete a militaristic step-
ping out in faith into insurrectionary violence. Rather, Menno expected cross- 
bearing witness of true Christians, for whom everything in the conduct of life 
is staked on the promise of the resurrection of the dead. The accent accordingly 
falls presently on the suffering witness of the true and spiritual Christian who 
leaves behind all earthly goods for the “inheritance” of “the spiritual promised 
land, the eternal rest in peace.”48 Menno’s emphasis differs somewhat from the 
latter- day Mennonite Yoder’s with the latter’s stress on the this- worldliness of 
ancient Israel’s faith. Yet Yoder remains in continuity with Menno’s Christian 
appropriation of Joshua’s theology of the Divine Warrior in urging that “Jesus’ 
proclamation of the kingdom was unacceptable to most of his listeners not be-
cause they thought it could not happen but because they feared it might, and that 
it would bring down judgment upon them.”49 A major burden of his Politics of 
Jesus was to demonstrate that Jesus too holds to the gospel of Joshua: “God will 
fight for us”— as this chapter in his book is titled. This conviction of faith is the 
very reason that nonviolent resistance in Menno’s “dark Egypt of this ungodly 
world” is possible. How is that to be understood?

Not, I fear, in the fashion of a contemporary Mennonite theologian, Greg-
ory A. Boyd, who has published an impressive, two- volume study, The Crucifixion 
of the Warrior God. Valiant in its intention and sprawling in its discussion of issues, 
the heart of the argument amounts to a hermeneutically violent destruction of 
what the text of canonical Joshua means literarily when it affirms as gospel that 
YHWH fought for Israel. For Boyd, “there is, in reality, nothing particularly 
unique— let alone ‘holy’— about the fact that ancient Israelites believed that 
their deity wanted them to kill and, therefore, they fought their battles under 
the banner of their God. . . . This view was not only common to ANE [ancient 
Near Eastern] nations, but it has unfortunately been an almost universally shared 
characteristic of tribes and nations throughout history.”50 Boyd’s strategy is thus 
historically and critically to relativize scriptural “depictions” of the warrior God 
by assimilating them to the pagan militarism of savage times. Further, his strategy 
is theologically to marshal “counter- testimony” from other passages (hardly to be 
found in the book of Joshua!) to demonstrate that “far from being ‘holy,’ Israel’s 

48. Complete Writings of Menno Simons, 357.
49. Yoder, “God Will Fight for Us,” 85.
50. Gregory A. Boyd, Crucifixion of the Warrior God: Interpreting the Old Testament’s Violent Portraits 

of God in Light of the Cross, vol. 1, The Cruciform Hermeneutic (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2017), 302–3.
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use of the sword must be assessed as reflecting a sinful lack of trust in Yahweh” 
and that “if Yahweh is in any sense a true warrior, he is ‘a warrior who fights for 
peace.’”51 One may surely come to this blessed conclusion in facing the sacrifice 
of God for his enemies on Golgotha, but not by the path Boyd would lead us, 
which simply begs the question of the violence of God in the cross of Jesus.52 An 
alternative is the path to be trod in this commentary: that the God of love finds 
the costly way to overcome the very real wrath of his love against the sinful ruin 
of the creation and to gain the mercy of it through the crucifixion of that second 
Joshua, who wages a war of ḥesed by innocently bearing the sin of the world, a 
deliverance, moreover, by which the risen and vindicated Jesus Christ emerges 
as the victor who usurps the usurpers of the earth.

More consequent than Boyd’s, another well- intentioned effort to neutralize 
the “genocidal” implications of the book of Joshua belongs to Eric A. Seibert’s The 
Violence of Scripture: Overcoming the Old Testament’s Troubling Legacy. In passing, 
Seibert discusses the literary criticism executed by L. Daniel Hawk as providing 
an “internal critique” of ḥerem warfare,53 a method that the present commentary 
will draw on. Hawk’s literary method of internal critique or immanent criticism54 
is preferable because it does not impose on the text a criterion external to it, 
which is expressly the fulcrum on which Seibert’s own argument turns for reading 
“these texts in an ethically responsible manner.” Seibert continues, “When the 
Bible portrays God as one who commands genocide, and the text approves of the 
slaughter of men, women, children, and infants, we must step up and speak out. 
It is imperative to confront and critique the immorality of genocide lest people 
think God actually wills such atrocities.”55 Seibert prefers his way of explicit, 
external criticism of the text by the criterion of modern notions of genocide and 
atrocity and consequently warns against “spiritualizing” the conquest narrative: 
“While I do not deny the book of Joshua can be read in [Hawk’s] way, I am 
nervous about this approach because it never directly challenges or critiques the 
violence sanctioned in the text.”56 Needless to say, Seibert’s approach may also be 

51. Boyd, Crucifixion, 1:304.
52. Richard J. Mouw, “Violence and the Atonement,” in Must Christianity Be Violent? Reflections on 

History, Practice, and Theology, ed. Kenneth R. Chase and Alan Jacobs (Grand Rapids: Brazos, 2003), 
159–71.

53. Eric A. Seibert, The Violence of Scripture: Overcoming the Old Testament’s Troubling Legacy (Min-
neapolis: Fortress, 2012), 178, 198–99.

54. Cf. Titus Stahl, “What Is Immanent Critique?,” Social Science Research Network, June 3, 2014.
55. Seibert, Violence of Scripture, 108.
56. Seibert, Violence of Scripture, 111.
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found to be question- begging: Just what is his self- evident “ethically responsible 
manner” that may serve as a foundation external to scripture and put it in the 
dock? As Alasdair McIntyre once asked, “Whose justice? Which rationality?”

Be that as it may, the acknowledgment of genocide and atrocity need not be 
evaded. Wyschogrod frankly and explicitly insists that alongside its usual “moral 
sensitivity, the Bible is also quite amoral. The commandment for the destruction 
of the previous inhabitants of Canaan is a relevant example.” The book of Joshua 
“is a story that those who identify Judaism with the love of peace find deeply 
embarrassing. It is the outstanding example of a clash between the divine historic 
command and the ethical.”57 Such candor at what the text actually says and how 
consequently there are real tensions within scripture draws Wyschogrod into il-
luminating discussions of the categorical difference between personal and social 
moralities— Niebuhr’s distinction between “moral man” and “immoral society.” 
“People who lead states— as we have learned since the emergence of the state of 
Israel— make difficult decisions that inevitably lead to the deaths of many, includ-
ing many innocent.”58 Wyschogrod remembers that it was not the sentimental 
preaching of toothless love that forced Nazism to its knees and ended the Shoah, 
but the combined might of the Soviet and Western Allied armies in whose ranks, 
one hastens to point out, many atrocities were committed on the way to victory.

Brent A. Strawn has argued an alternative, taken up in this commentary, to 
Seibert’s path to the same goal of rightly relativizing literal ḥerem warfare so that 
it is clearly seen to speak no word of God for us today. The alternative is to ac-
complish this by scripture interpreting scripture, which is the hard hermeneutical 
work of theology, not the easy work of posturing and denunciation that succeeds 
only in telling the modern person what she already knows, as Seibert manifestly 
proposes to do. Against Seibert’s doubts, Strawn defends figural (i.e., typologi-
cal) reading— that is to say, scripture interpreting scripture. In figural reading, a 
connection is established between two persons or events in which the first refers 
not only to itself but also to the second. This is a hermeneutic necessitated by 
Christian reading of Hebrew scripture as its own “Old Testament,” though it 
has antecedents in the Hebrew scriptures, a notable example being the Second 
Isaiah’s figuring of the return to Zion from Babylonian exile as a second exodus. 
Thus Strawn argues: (1) Figural readings do not completely ignore the literal 
violence of Joshua, but on the contrary “it is precisely the difficulties and grittiness 

57. Wyschogrod, Body of Faith, 218.
58. Wyschogrod, Body of Faith, 180–81.
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that give rise to the need for subtler and defter interpretation.” The literary sense, 
especially in its offense, is always foundational for figural readings. (2) Figural 
reading is not covert apologetics, attempting to salvage the Old Testament, but 
is a “proactive and generative strategy” that “enabled Christians to use the whole 
Bible as the church’s book” as opposed to gnosticism new and old, which would 
disqualify the Old Testament and sever the New Testament from its deep roots 
therein. And (3) figural readings are “not, therefore, performing some sort of 
Herculean feat of interpretive magic by which the Old Testament is saved (and 
without which it is doomed), so much as they are making sense of the entire 
linguistic system” of canonical scripture.59 Scripture is the matrix of faith, and 
to learn its language is for faith to become knowledgeable and competent in life 
lived before YHWH. For this commentary, scripture, including Joshua, is the very 
matrix of faith, whose originating word is the gospel that YHWH fights for us.

To begin down this path we ask, Against whom precisely does YHWH fight? 
A preliminary answer might be what the ill- chosen term “holy war” seems to 
indicate: other gods. But interestingly, as von Rad pointed out, this is not the 
case, at least expressly, in the book of Joshua. Pekka M. A. Pitkänen explains the 
historical surroundings of the Joshua narrative: “The question in the Ancient 
Near East was not whether one believed in a God or in the divine generally, as 
may be asked in the modern world, but, rather, which God or gods one believed 
in. Moreover, in the Ancient Near East, religion was usually national. A particular 
country and region had its own God or gods that it followed, and the people of 
that country were assumed to be under the aegis of that particular God or gods. 
Once wars were fought, they were seen as a battle of the gods of the warring fac-
tions on a cosmic scale.”60 But the book of Joshua, in its contention that YHWH 
fights for us, never pits YHWH against Canaanite gods but rather against covet-
ous human desires that animate and objectify as idols. The historical- contextual 
insight here can thus be retooled theologically in equally Deuteronomic and 
Augustinian fashion: what is at issue is not whether there is a god in heaven, but 
to which god on the earth one clings with all one’s heart and thus also in bodily 
obedience. Put theologically, what does one entrust this god to do for believers? 

59. Brent A. Strawn, The Old Testament Is Dying: A Diagnosis and Recommended Treatment (Grand 
Rapids: Baker Academic, 2017), 120.

60. Pekka M. A. Pitkänen, Joshua, Apollos Old Testament Commentary 6 (Nottingham, UK: Apol-
los; Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 2010), 32. Pitkänen provides examples of contemporaneous divine 
warrior ideology in the ancient Near East (47–50).
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Answering these questions would be one way of identifying God and, in virtue 
of that identification, answering the question about what God fights against.

By contrast to the Deuteronomic- Augustinian way, for the abstract or philo-
sophical monotheism that has dominated the now passing period of Western mo-
dernity, God does not “do” any such things, especially not something as unseemly 
as fighting, but just is, simply and absolutely, grounding our being. In dread, as 
we anxious moderns are, at the shaking of the foundations of our secular peace61 
by Huntington’s prospective “clash of civilizations,” the religious need is for a 
distant but “therapeutic” theism projecting a generic religious perspective above 
the fray of rival religions. This modern need can thus quickly displace rigorous 
and honest confrontation with Joshua’s testimony to YHWH who fights for us. 
Joshua’s testimony can be historically distanced and relativized by treating it as 
the relic of a primitive stage of polytheistic culture with its wars of the gods, a 
dispensation now happily overcome and left behind, surviving only, as it were, to 
congratulate us on how far we have progressed. Of course God is “one”— what 
else could God be, if there is a God? Biblical faith, however, poses the question 
of the oneness or unity of God differently: How is God the creator also God the 
redeemer? The God of the past also God of the future? How does God’s promise 
prove true if fulfillment can be long delayed and the fulfillments that do come 
prove only to be partial or temporary? How does God “dramatically cohere”?

Joshua commentator Richard D. Nelson gave voice to our modern religious 
need for unity above the fray of contested history: modern readers “recoil from its 
chronicle of a brutal conquest. . . . The concept of the divine warrior who fights the 
battles of one nation at the expense of others seems incompatible with enlightened 
notions of religion.”62 Such reluctance of the “modern” person of “enlightened” 
religion is surely understandable after the century of Hitler, Hiroshima, and Stalin. 
But it is doubtful that the unprecedented bloodshed of the twentieth century can be 
understood or explained as a resurgence of barbaric religion such that the solution is 
to continue all the more stridently on the cosmopolitan project of modernity. Hitler, 
Stalin, and the atomic bombers were each and all happy champions of modernity, 
each convinced that they were driving the people to happiness (albeit with an iron 
fist) according to the utilitarian ethos of modernity. They were no friends of the 
scriptures of Israel. If in our modern religious need we keep YHWH who fights 
for us far away at the safe distance of the primitive past only to mark therefrom 

61. Mark Lilla, The Stillborn God: Religion, Politics, and the Modern West (New York: Vintage Books, 
2008).

62. Nelson, Joshua, 2.
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our forward progress, we evade the testimony of Joshua that would speak to our 
modern world, precisely the modern world after Hitler, Hiroshima, and Stalin, the 
world whose formidable Canaanite defenses are now collapsing like old Jericho’s. 
If we persist in this act of “othering” Joshua, we do not and cannot entertain the 
question the book would put to us in the persons of Rahab and the Gibeonites: 
whether we will turn from our sublime idol of escape into transcendence to confess 
the God of Israel on this earth and so be joined to his sometimes triumphant but 
usually suffering people; or again, in the person of Achan, whether we will endanger 
the people of God to which we belong by misusing the God of Israel’s name and 
exclusive claim and taking for our own what belongs solely to him.

ḤḤerem Warfare

To be sure, the theologoumenon “YHWH fights for us” brings with it the ap-
palling directives but also the extraordinary limitations of “the ban”63—a Hebrew 
term with both noun and verb forms that I will transliterate as ḥerem in what 
follows because its peculiar meaning must be gathered by its usage, and the usual 
translations of “devoted things,” “things devoted to destruction,” “sacrifice,” or “the 
ban” are each in some way inadequate. I will not therefore provide even a working 
definition of the term, whose meaning must be established by working through 
the entire drama of its deployment in the book of Joshua. What this will reveal 
is what I shall call a “politics of purity” unfolding to its logical extreme until it is 
met and transcended by the intimation of a messianic politics of reconciliation, 
one that restores the fallen.64

To grasp this usage we must see that the account of warfare in the book of 
Joshua has a prehistory, as Moshe Weinfeld has shown. Referring to Exod. 23:27, 
he writes that “instead of having the Canaanites ‘turned back’ the Deuteronomic 
author has them ‘wiped out.’ . . . Indeed, in the ancient sources it is God who 
drives out the Canaanites (Exod. 23:22, 27f.; 33:2; 34:11; Josh. 24:12; Judg. 2:3; 
6:9; Amos 2:9; Ps. 44:3; 78:55; 80:9), while in the Deuteronomic sources exter-
minating the Canaanites is the task of the Israelites. . . . [Thus] one can discern a 

63. A comprehensive and illuminating historical- critical discussion is found in Thomas B. Doze-
man, Joshua 1–12: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, Anchor Yale Bible 6B (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2015), 54–59. See also John H. Walton and J. Harvey Walton, The Lost 
World of the Israelite Conquest: Covenant, Retribution and the Fate of the Canaanites (Downers Grove, 
IL: IVP Academic, 2017).

64. Giorgio Agamben, The Time That Remains: A Commentary on the Letter to the Romans, trans. 
Patricia Dailey (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2005).
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development in the Pentateuch tradition concerning the removal of the Canaan-
ites from the land of Israel.”65 Weinfeld also notes a “significant difference” in the 
posthistory of the book of Joshua “between the first Temple ḥerem ‘vow,’ which 
involved execution, and the second Temple ‘vow,’ which involved separation.”66 
If the teaching in Deut. 7 on ḥerem was itself a development of Exod. 23, one 
could consequently see in the book of Joshua, as this commentary will show, a 
certain controversy being carried on in the postexilic community regarding the 
impossibility, both factual and moral, of executing the divine command for the 
execution of the Canaanites. To use contemporary jargon, one might say that if 
Deut. 7 is the construction of ḥerem, the book of Joshua is its deconstruction. 
Perceiving this, of course, is a matter of close and careful reading of Joshua.

Ḥerem in the book of Joshua recalls the liturgical practice of burnt offering, 
something dramatically taken out of all possible human usage by its destruction 
through fire: the smoke rising up to heaven to please the nostrils of God, leaving 
behind only a pile of ash, humanly useless. Such priestly themes, which suffuse 
the book of Joshua in its final form, moreover, will indicate how “in post- exilic 
times the election developed into a feeling of responsibility to serve as an example 
for other nations. Israel was chosen in order to bring light to the nations (Isa. 
49:6–7; cf. 41:8–9; 42:2; 43:10, 44:1–2; 45:4).”67 As the commentary will bear 
out, therefore, the decisive point in interpreting Joshua’s use of ḥerem to illuminate 
the sense of its gospel that YHWH fights for Israel is that its prohibition against 
coveting the evil goods of Canaan turns against Israel when Israel is tempted to 
fight for itself, let alone to use YHWH to fight for its own purposes— the unholy 
purposes of greed for goods that are no true goods. Fighting for oneself accord-
ing to oneself in the name of one’s God is more accurately termed “crusade” or 
“holy war” or (perhaps68) “jihad”69— precisely the religious ideology, as we shall 
see, that fabulous ḥerem warfare forbids!

65. Moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomy 1–11, Anchor Bible 5 (New York: Doubleday, 1991), 383.
66. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy 1–11, 364.
67. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy 1–11, 367.
68. One hadith tells: “The first (whose) case will be decided on the Day of Judgment will be a man 

who died as a martyr. He shall be brought and Allah will make him recount his blessings and say, ‘What 
did you do in return?’ He will say, ‘I fought for you until I died as a martyr.’ Allah will say, ‘You have told 
a lie. You fought so that you might be called a “brave warrior” and you were called so.’ (Then) orders 
will be passed against him and he will be dragged with his face downcast and thrown into hell.” Cited 
in Harfiyah Haleem, “What Is Martyrdom?,” Witnesses to Faith? Martyrdom in Christianity and Islam, 
ed. Brian Booker (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2006), 53. Thanks to Cara Anderson for this reference.

69. Failure to make this subtle distinction in the title (though not the content) of the book mars the 
otherwise seminal study by von Rad, Holy War in Ancient Israel.
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